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INTRODUCTIOS 
Is [3], using probabilistic methods, Bismut generalized his heat kernel proof of 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem to give a local index theorem for a family of Dirac operators. 
The main purpose of the present work is to give a proof of Bismut’s theorem based on 
the classical expansion of heat kernels. We employ the method, introduced in [5], of 
expressing the heat kernel of the Laplacian of a vector bundle as an average over the 
holonomy group. In particular, as in [YJ, the .&:genus is naturally related to the Jacobian of 
the exponential map on a frame bundle. 
Let us summarize the content of this article. 
In [9], Quillen introduces a Chern-Weil theory with superconnections which, in the 
finite dimensional case, is easily seen to produce differential form representatives for the 
Chern character of a difference bundle: let %II’= tifl’@#‘- be a supervector bundle 
on a manifold B. A superconnection on w is an odd operator D on the space 
&((B, “#)=sl(B)@ P,~tBjT(B, ‘w) of *‘-valued differential forms on B, which satisfies 
0.1 D(o+)=(d&#~+(- l)degU oD4 for OE d(B), & .&(B, YY). 
Thus, the square of the operator D is given by 
(D2$)(x)= R(x).&), 
where R~.d(l?, End %/) is a matrix with differential form entries. The supertrace noted 
str(ewR) of the matrix eeR IS a differential form which represents the (non-normalized) Chern 
character of the difference bundle [ YY’] -[*w-l. 
Let II = 
0 ti- 
I I u+ 0 
be an odd hermitian endomorphism of %/. We consider II as a family of 
odd endomorphisms (u,),,~. The index bundle Ind u = [Ker u+] - [Ker u-1 is well defined 
as an element of K(B). If B is compact, the equality Ind u= [$h”‘] - [YY-] holds in k’(B). 
Any superconnection may be expanded according to the exterior degree on B as 
D = Dtol+ D[il + DtZ1+ . where DL1] is a connection on Y#‘” preserving the 
grading and D%.&j(B)@End(Yf), for j# 1. In particular Diol is a family of odd endo- 
morphisms. For t >O, let 8, be the automorphism of .&‘(B) such that 6,w= c-~,~u for 
rod’. Then D, = t”26,0D~d;’ is again a superconnection and 
D,=~~:‘D[OI+DI~I+~-~/~D[~I+ . . . . 
If R is the curvature of D, then the curvature of R, is td,(R). 
We prove (theorem 1.1.9) that, when u,=D, [‘I is hermitian and has constant rank, the 
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matrix e_rdr~R) has a limit when I--+ x and this limit is eeRo where R, is the curvature of the 
connection on Ker u given by the orthogonal projection of the connection component Dti’ 
of D. 
Bismut’s theorem on the local index of a family of Dirac operators is based on an infinite 
dimensional analogue of Quillen’s construction. Let %” = Yt-+ @ if ‘- be an infinite dimen- 
sional vector bundle and I(= (~l,),~~ be a family of odd self-adjoint Fredholm operators, so 
that the index bundle Indu is uell defined as an element of K(B). Let D be a superconnection 
on Y/. with zero-exterior degree term equal to U, let R be the curvature of D. If the semi- 
group eerR can be defined, the differential form d(t)(str e-lR) should represent the Chern 
character of Ind u *, for every r > 0. This generalization of Mac-KeanSinger formula vvas 
proven by Bismut for a family of Dirac operators. It is not difficult to see that our homotopy 
argument extends to this infinite dimensional situation, thus giving an easier and more 
transparent proof of the Bismut heat equation formula for a family. 
The Atiyah-Singer index density [Z] is obtained at the other end of the homotopy. when 
t-0, by asymptotic calculations which can be handled by probabilistic methods or. as well. 
as hopefully shown. by classical methods of analysis. 
The situation is the following: Let TC: &&-+B be a fibration where the fibers (hi,),,, are 
compact Riemannian manifolds of even dimension. Let Viii be the tangent bundle along the 
fibers. Let us assume that P’&? has a spin structure. Consider the bundle Y = 9” @Y- over 
A whose fiber .Y,, at a point ye,cJ is the space of vertical spinors. Let d be an auxiliary vector 
bundle over ,G with an hermitian connection. For each ,Y&, consider the Dirac operator D, 
acting on Y/-_: = lT.LJ,c, .Y’@S). The family D=(Dx)leB can be considered as an odd 
endomorphism of the infinite dimensional bundle “tlr=(%‘;),,,. The operator D, is elliptic. 
self-adjoint, so that the index bundle of the family D=(D,),,a is well defined. The 
corresponding element of K(B) was identified in topological terms by Atiyah-Singer [2]. In 
particular a cohomological formula was given for its Chern character. 
In [3], Bismut constructs a remarkable superconnection on the infinite dimensional 
superbundle YY= Y/*-O@+ whose term of exterior degree 0 is the family of Dirac 
operators (DJYeS. We denote the Bismut superconnection by B and its curvature by 1. Thus, 
for se& I,EAcB@End(%L’,). Then I is given by a formula analogous to Lichnerowicz 
formula for the square of a Dirac operator. In particular I, is a second order differential 
operator with principal symbol given by the Riemannian metric of Al,, so that the semi- 
group e-“x can be constructed and is given by a kernel 
(L.Ile-“rIL’2)EA~~OHom((YOF),,, (YOU),,) 
By scaling the metric in the fibers &I,, Bismut obtains for each t>O a superconnection IB, 
which in fact coincides with the deformation Bt=t1’26,3B~6;L. The supertrace 
d;(str 2-l’) is defined as a differential form on B by 
G;(str e-‘I), = 
I 
b’(str (~le-“-l~)) dy. I 
.M, 
It is a closed form, its cohomology class is independent of t, and it represents the Chern 
character of Ind D ([3] Theorem 2.6 or Theorem 1.2.4. below). 
The main result of Bismut is to show that when t-0 the index density 
B,(str (~le-“=l~))d~ associated to this particular superconnection iB has a limit and to ident- 
ify this limit as the highest term with respect to the coordinates of the fiber lVfc of _d? CCcJ) ch 8. 
In the present paper we obtain the existence and computation of the above limit by the 
following method: the heat kernel of an operator of the form A+ V, where A is the 
horizontal Laplacian of a vector bundle and Y is a potential, is written as an average, over 
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the structure group, of a heat kernel on the frame bundle, considered itself as a Riemannian 
manifold. This gives integral formulas for the coefficients of the Minakshisundaram-Pleijel 
expansion of the heat kernel e-“‘-‘.’ (Theorem 11.220) which are of interest in a variety of 
computations. Recall that if G is a vector bundle with connection V on a compact 
Riemannian manifold P, the heat kernel of the associated Laplacian has an expansion 
dim P d(r. ~‘1~ 3 
(~le-‘~~u’) =(4nt)-2 e 
the first term is given by 
U,(u, 10) = (det 8’(~, u’j ) - l 2 S(U, u’), 
where 0’ is the Jacobian of the Riemannian exponential map and r is the geodesic parallel 
transport in 6 with respect to V. When P is a principal bundle over a manifold M. with 
structure group G, the Jacobian Bp(u. u exp A), for A in the Lie algebra of G, is given by an 
explicit formula involving the curvature of the fibration P +A!! (Proposition 11.1.3). Apply- 
ing this averaging method to the operator I, on M,, it is easy to see on the integral formula 
for d,(str (~/e-‘rXl~ )) that the limit when t -0 exists and can be computed using only the 
first term Ui,(u, 11 exp A) on the frame bundle. The appearance in the limit of the product 
&-(V_o) ch 8 is readily seen from the above factorization of U,. The elimination of the 
singular part in the asymptotic expansion of 6,(str (J.le-“’ 1.~)) is reduced to the following 
simple lemma in functional calculus: let < be a nilpotent element in an algebra d (here an 
exterior algebra). P a polynomial in one variable, then, 
P(t) = lim(4nt)- ’ ” e-qp(_x)d.y. 
r-0 
Our study is very much simplified by the description which we give of the Bismut 
superconnection (111.1.13): as in [3] we consider a connection for the fibration a: iii-+& ie., 
a family of horizontal tangent subspaces in T.cf. This defines an isomorphism 
Tli? z n*TB@ V,ii. We consider the vector bundle n*TB@ Vi@@n*T *B and define on it a 
connection 0 (111.1.4) which is a natural generalization of the Levi-Civita connection on a 
Riemannian manifold. In particular its curvature satisfies a symmetry relation (111.1.8) 
which generalizes the symmetry Rijiir = Rklij of the Levi-Civita curvature. Then the Bismut 
superconnection 5 is constructed out of 0 as a generalization of the usual Dirac operator. 
The formula for I = 5’ follows in a way quite similar to the computation of the square of the 
Dirac operator. The symmetry relation above comes in to relate the dgenus to the 
Jacobian of the exponential map on the frame bundle. 
A noteworthy difficulty arises from the fact that the holonomy group of v is not 
compact: it appears as a parabolic subgroup of the orthogonal group of an indefinite metric. 
This “defect” is built in the requirement that 5 be a superconnection. In fact, using the 
deformation of the Clifford multiplication into the exterior one, 5 appears as the limit when 
c--*0 of a Dirac operator D, on the Clifford bundle .YOrc*AT*BOtp over A. when _!? is 
given a Riemannian metric ge through the choice of a small metric on the base B. (This is 
how Bismut proves the formula for 5’ ([3], theorem 3.5)). We use this deformation to write 
I as a limit of operators I(E) to which the averaging method can be applied. 
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I. SUPERCONSECTIOSS ASD THE CHERN CHARACTER 
1. The _finite dimensional case 
1.1. Let C,, C2 be Z2-graded associative algebras. We denote by C,@C2 the graded 
tensor product of C,, C2. ie., the tensor product C,OCI with the multiplicative law: 
If cti (i = 1,2) is a graded module over Ci, then C,G Cz operates on W, @ I+‘2 by: 
These sign conventions on actions will hold throughout this article. 
Let B be a manifold and YP” = @“ @ ‘II-- be a finite dimensional super vector bundle 
over B. Denote by .&(B, ‘/1-) the space of sections of AT*B@%*. It has a Z x Z2-grading, 
thus a total Z,-grading. For iEZ, oeA(B, ^/I‘), ofi1 will denote the term of exterior degree i of 
(3. 
Let .zJ(B, End Y/‘/‘) = r(AT *B@End % ‘). It acts fiberwise on &(B, “#*). 
A superconnection V, as defined by Quillen, [9], is an odd operator on .&(B, Y/.‘) such 
that 
As J’= 0, we have 
1.3. V”4 = RY$, 
where R is an even element of d(B, End E), which it is natural to call the curvature of the 
superconnection V. 
Define the Chern character form 
chQ(Yifl‘, V)=str(edR). 
It is a closed even form on B and its de Rham cohomology class is independent of the choice 
of the superconnection V. More precisely, for AZ*, choose a square root of i. and let 6, be 
the automorphism of AT *(I?) defined by a,.&] =L-’ ‘wul. (For even forms d, does not 
depend on the choice of i.’ ‘). Extend dj_ to an automorphism of L?/(B). Then dzi,chQ( YY, V) 
represents the Chern character of the difference bundle [Y+“+] - [%‘-I. 
1.4. For r>O, let d, be the automorphism of AT*B defined by 6,c&)= t-j z&1. Extend 6, to 
an automorphism of .&(B, K). If V is a superconnection on Y&*, then Vt=t1”6,:V:d1-i is 
again a superconnection on Yb^. We have 
V1=tl ?V[~l+V~‘l+~-‘zv~21+ 
where Vt’): T(A*T*B@Y#j-+lI(A* “T*B@ %“) raises the exterior degree by i. The operator 
Vti] is a “usual” connection on Yfi-, which preserves the decomposition Yk* = Y/^+ @ Yk--. The 
operator Ctil (ii 1) is given by the action of an element of exterior degree i of d(B, End *II’). 
We will be mainly concerned by the term V [‘I It is an odd endomorphism of ‘II’ which we . 
denote by U. 
It will be convenient in parts II and III to associate to a superconnection a differential 
form on a principal bundle. Thus, assume that %’ is associated to a principal bundle P over 
B with structure group G and a representation p of G in a vector space W= W-0 W-. We 
suppose that p preserves this decomposition and we write p=p’@p-. Let g be the Lie 
algebra of G. For Xsg, we denote also by X the vertical vector field on P generated by the 
action of G on P and we denote by i(X) the contraction on .z’(P). Let (,-J(P)@ l+‘)bG be the 
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space of G-basic It/-valued differential forms on P, that is the space of 4@.&(P)@ WIG such 
that i(X@=O for every Xq. Then .x/(B, %-‘) identifies with (..~l(P)@W?bG. 
Let 0 be an odd element of (._d(P&End llJG such that 
1.5. i(X)Q = p(X) for every Xq. 
Such an element will be called a superconnection form. Define an operator on %d(P)@ W by 
1.6. V4=d4+&$. 
Then V preserves the space of basic forms and the restriction of V to 
(,-J(P)@ W)* Czd(B, Y/J is a superconnection in the sense of 1.2. It is easy to see that every 
superconnection on 9. is of this form. The usual notion of connection corresponds to a l- 
form on P, while in this generalization 0 can have arbitrary exterior degree. We write 0 = @‘I 
+ @iI + . for the decomposition of B in homogeneous components. We have 
1.7. 
where 
0’4 = Rc$ 
If 
then 
with 
R = d0 + &?$.&(P)&EEnd F’)*c = &(B, End %‘). 
V, = r’,‘&V:& 1, 
V,b = (d + 4)$ 
,grcti ?b,(e)=ti ‘e[Ol+e[11+t-1~~~121+ . . . 
The term @‘I is the connection form on P for the “usual” connection Vti]. The term 
BtolE(do(P)@End- I+‘)’ identifies with the odd endomorphism II of %“. 
1.8. Let us suppose that %-‘, %- have hermitian structures, and that u is hermitian so that 
u- is the adjoint of uf. Let, for t>O, R,=d,2Rcd;’ be the curvature of the superconnection 
V,. Then the cohomology class of str(ewR’) is independent of t, and represents the (non- 
normalized) Chern character of the difference bundle [Yj ‘+I - [%‘-I. In [9], Quillen asks 
whether str(eeR’) has a limit as a current on B. when t+x.. This does not seem to be true 
without further conditions, at least when x -+u, is not analytic. However, when u has constant 
rank there is a limit in the space of differential forms and it is what it should be: consider then 
the vector bundle Yfi> = Ker K = % ‘0’ @ Yl-‘, where -r/‘-,+ = Ker II’, “II’, = Ker I(-. Let PO: 
% -+ YS “o be the orthogonal projection of Yt/’ on % ‘O. Then V. = P,~Vt’]~P, defines a (usual) 
connection on *So (preserving Y! ‘z, Y/-i), which we call the projection of the connection V(il 
on “II’;. We prove: 
THEOREM 1.9. Let Vt^= YfiFr@ ${I‘- be an hermitian cector bundle with a hermitian odd 
endomorphism u of constant rank. Let +I-~ = Ker u’. Let V be a superconnection on YV whose 
tertn of exterior degree 0 is equal to u. Let, for t > 0, 
VI=tl~~6,jV,d;I=tl:?Lr+v~11+ . 
be the dilated connection, R, its curcature. Let V, be the projection on YYo of the connection 
Vtil, R, its curcature. Then eeRC concerges to eCRo in .d(B, End %‘J when t-+a. 
Proof Since the result is local, we may assume that Yt’- and Y1lL’, are trivial superbundles, 
%“=Bx I+‘, YbLo=Bx II’,. Thus V=li+O with &d(B)GEnd W. Let W,= Wi. In the 
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decomposition It.= wO@ FSY,. we write 
then %bol = /?tol =;:[‘I = 0, %\‘I = Ldi IV/,. Denote %bll by w, ul I’, by L’. Then %b’] is the connection 
form for V, and c is an invertible hermitian operator on W,. Let us write the curvature 
R=dB+%.O as R= We have 
Thus 4t~l-~~11(Dtol)-1 c~‘]=~~+w.o is the curvature of V0 
The Theorem will follow from Lemma 1.17 below. 
1.10. Let W be a hermitian finite dimensional vector space. Let iz = @ A, be a Z-graded 
finite dimensional algebra, with A,=@. Consider the algebra A@End Ct’ with its Z- 
gradation induced by the gradation of A. For r>O, we denote by 6, the automorphism of 
ABEnd Wgiven by d,(a)= r-j,“n, for aEAj@End W. Assume that Wis an orthogonal direct 
sum PC’= W, @ Lv,. 
L~v.cr 1.11. Let r= 
CI b 
i 1 c d 
GAGEnd It/. Assume thnt uto1 = n[‘]=O, btol = ctol=O and 
that drol is a selJladjoint negative definite operator on W,. Put r. = a[‘]- b[‘] (dcol)- ‘cc’]. Then 
r,EAt’]@End W,. We hate: 
Proof We use the expansion formula: 
1.12. eAtB=e”+ eSl.4Betl -S+idsr + . . 
+ es,ABe(sz-s~).4B . B e’Sn-Sn-~).4B ,(I-“d”&, ds, 
where A,, is the simplex 06sl<s2< . <s,<l in W”. 
Since b and c have no O-degree term, the sum (1.12) is actually finite. Let us write 
rR _ xc K e - I I z, u, .
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We then have: 
Xr=efU+X2(t)+ . +-X,,(t); 
ui, =erd + Gz(t) + + L.,,(t) + 
y,= Y,(t)+ + Y2n_1(t)+ 
Z,=Z,(t)+ . . +Zl,-,(t)+ 
with 
Y 2”+l(t)=t2”+1 
i 
e’~‘“be’“~-s~)‘dc . . . b e’l-SLn‘l)‘ddsl ds2,+l. 
AL”*! 
erltd c e(sz-sl)fab . c eszn+ I” ds, . dsr,+ I. 
Let us show that 
with 
lim 6,(X2,(r)) = 
s 
e”“‘~‘J‘e’SJ-“,‘“[~lf. . ,fe (I -S*n- o”‘L1dsI . ds2,_ ,. 
r-m 3” 
f= _b[“(d[o1)- 1 c[ll, 
so that (by 1.12) lim 6,(X,) will be equal to e (O[‘l+f) Consider the case where II = 1 first. ie.. . 
I-I 
X2(c) = t’ es,tnb e(sz-s,NdC ,(I -S2)10dS1 &,. 
Consider as new variables sl, s2 -s1 =x2, so that 
I s (S (1 -31) Xl(r) = t2 es”’ b e.wdC e-X?10d_y2 ,(I -SWdsl, 0 0 
Our hypotheses are 
lim6 (ta) = a[‘] I 
r-x 
limd,(t’ ‘b)=b[‘l 
I-I 
lim6,(t’ ‘c) = c[‘l 
L-x 
lim 6 (d) = dcol. I 
I-I 
In particular lim6, e(s~ro) exists and is esloc2’, lima, efl -sl”a=e(l -s1)a’2’ 
t-2 1-x 
Consider 
1.13. 
Let US see that for i > 0. 
Q(t, X) = t’h errdc e --‘I“. 
1.11. 
The change of variables t.u=_y gives 
;* L 
i 
I ;. 
ci, Q(r. x)d.u = &,([I,?& e?&wj,(~i.‘?(,) e-‘&l”‘dl.. 
” 0 ..O 
.As (it”’ is a negative operator, there exists to>0 and ;>O such that: 
1.15. lId,(ey”)jj<Me-“’ for y>O t>t,. 
(This follows for instance from the expansion formula applied to ri[O’+t- ’ “tlciTt ). 
Therefore vve obtain by dominated convergence, 
z@r)eCdtOlcirid~= _/,“I(&“)- i,.[I!, 
1-1 Jo Jo 
and the desired formula for limd,X2(t). 
I - I 
For arbitrary II. consider the map A 2lI-+A” given by s=(sl.s2, . . T~~)-*s’= 
(S,.S,,.Sj. . . ,sZn_ ,). Write an element of A’” as (.s,.s, +s,.s,,s, fs,, , szn-, +s,,,). 
Then the fiber of the map s + s’ is the product of intervals 
The integral for X?,(t) is thus: 
i” r 
so that by 1.14, we obtain the desired result for limd,X,,(r). 
I - m 
Let us prove that lim6,U,.(t)=O. We have 
L- L 
1.16. lId,(l’,‘c)ji <&I,, 116,(t”“clj < M2 
~id,(eSrd)i! < .Cf, e-““, I/dr(esfil)l/ <Ml, for 0 <s d 1. 
so that 
Let I = [O, I]. Write an element of AZn as s =(,Y,, x2, x2 +,x3, ?cs, .Y~ +_u5, ..u,,,). ii.e obtain 
The integrand is a product of (n+ 1) exponentials. As 
r~~Le-“dig~~e--~‘dr=:’ 
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we have 
l~d,C’2,(t)ll <c(ty)--‘. 
Similarly for 6rY1,+ i(r), (or 6,Z2,, i(t)). we use the estimates 1.16 to show 
/i&Y Zn+,(f)i!<ctn+l ’ 
s 
,-(S~-S,)t7e-“‘-5,‘” . e -(l -S2n”“j’d~id~2 . ds?,_ I. 
&.*I 
The integrand is a product of (n + 1) exponentials and we obtain 116, Y2,+ i(t)11 <q-it-’ :. 
This finishes the proof of the Lemma 1.11. 
It is clear that a lemma similar to 1.11 holds for a graded tensor product A&End It’. Let 
W’, It’- be two hermitian vector spaces. Consider W= He-@ W-. Let A = @ Aj be a Z- 
graded finite dimensional algebra. Consider the graded tensor product ABEnd W, with its 
Z-gradation induced by A. For t > 0, denote by d, the automorphism of A 6 End W given by 
6,a = t-jiza, for aE AjGEnd W. Let W= W,,@ W,, with It’; = W,i @ W;, W- = WG @ W; 
decomposed in orthogonal direct sums. 
LEMMA 1.17. Consider I= 
a b 
( 1 c d 
EA@EEnd W. Suppose d[OkEnd( W,) is an even 
endomorphism of W,, and suppose that d [‘I is hermitian negntice definite on W,; Suppose 
that Q[O] = a[‘] = 0, bc”] = 0, c[o] = 0. put 
r. = aIzl- b[*] (dfol)- ’ c[‘kA~End FV’,. 
Then 
lim6,e”= elo O 
I--Z I I 0 0’ 
It is also clear that if a(x), b(x), c(x) depend smoothly on parameters, an estimate as 1.16 
can be obtained uniformly, as well as similar bounds for derivatives. So we obtain the 
Theorem 1.9. 
2. Superconnections and the Chern character of the indes bundle of a family of elliptic 
operators 
We turn now to the situation where we have a family (_\iX)XGB of compact Riemannian 
manifolds, a family of superbundles .UX = Sq: 0.y; over ,tf, and where %” is the bundle 
over B with infinite dimensional fiber w: = T(M,, y”,‘). To be more precise, we consider a 
fibration rr: &i-B and a hermitian finite dimensional superbundle Y = Y + @Y- over .q. 
For x&3, let M, be the fiber n-‘(x) and let .sP, be YIM,. Let gX be a Riemannian metric on 
M, and %‘X = T(M,, YJ. Using the hermitian structure on Y and the Riemannian volume 
on M,, we define a prehilbert structure on ykfX. Let 
u = (U,LB = 
0 u; c 1 u; 0 
be a smooth family of odd elliptic formally self-adjoint first order differential operators on 
S’,. One can define the index bundle Ind II as an element of K(B). When Ker(u,) has 
constant dimension, then Ind(u)=[%‘z]- [%/1’,], with (#-;)X=Ker MC, (%‘;),=Ker u;. 
We define T(B, yk’-) as I-(!@, 9) and 
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2. I. A superconnection on ~1. is therefore an odd operator D on r(.\;i, n*AT*B@.Y) 
which satisfies 1.1.2. In addition we will suppose that D is a first order differential operator. 
Let D be such a superconnection with 11 as its zero-degree term and let I(X) be the curvature 
of D. Thus I(.~)E~\T:BOE~~(~~;) is a second order differential operator. We make the 
foilowing assumptions: 
7.2. The principal symbol of 113 is scalar and given by the metric of .!f,Y. 
2.3. I(.K) has the same principal symbol as II.:. 
Rernark. Given the family u, satisfying 2.2, we can always construct a superconnection 
which satisfies these conditions: choose a connection V on Y and a connection on the 
fibration Z: ?;i-+B, ie., a smooth family Ti.\‘ic TV.0 of horizontal subspaces. Define a 
connection 0 on I-( B, Yb ‘) = lY(A?l, .Y) by TX4 = V,Yh+ for XETB. Then D = u + v is a super- 
connection bvith zero degree term equal to 11. Its curvature is given by D’ = 11’ + vu + 0’ and 
clearly satisfies 2.3. Bismut superconnection, which will be introduced in part III, is not of 
this form (one must add higher degree terms) but it also satisfies condition 2.3. 
Using the scalar product on ‘/I ; denote by P, the orthogonal projection on Y! b = Ker 11. 
The following infinite dimensional generalization of theorem I. 1.9. holds. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (u,),,~ be n family ?f odd elliptic formally self adjoint first order 
differential operators, satisfying condition 2.2. Assume moreocer, thnt (^N’,), = Ker 11, bus 
constant (-finite) dimension. Let D be n superconnection on Y/ 11s in 2.1, lvith zero degree term 
II. \vhich satisfies condition 2.3. Let R, be the curcatwe of the connection on YJ+.,, defined by the 
orthogonal projection P,zD 111: P, ofthe connection componeru D[‘] ofD. Then 6,(e-“‘“I) has n 
limit (in the operator norm on the prehilbert space Y/ ,) wlrerz t--r x nhich is equal to emRo. 
The idea of the proof is the same as in the finite dimensional case. We need an 
expansional formula similar to 1.12, and this follows from the existence and unicity of the 
heat kernel for I(.u). We refer to [I] for details. 
Let D be a superconnection satisfying conditions 2. I, 2.2. 2.3. Then by [3, Prop. 2. lo] the 
differential form str d,(e-“‘“‘) is closed and its cohomology class does not depend on t. 
Moreover. [3. p. 1211 one can construct by a standard argument in K-theory another family 
L(; and a superconnection D’ with zero degree term 14: such that 
(1) Ker 1~: has constant dimension. 
(2) The index bundles of (u,),,B and (u:),,, have the same Chern character (in cohomology). 
(3) Letting I’(x) be the curvature of D’, the differential forms str 6,(e-“‘“‘) and str d,(e-“‘@‘) 
are equal in cohomology. 
Therefore the following generalization to families of Mac-Kean-Singer heat equation 
Theorem, due to Bismut, can be more naturally deduced from 2.4. 
THEOREM 1.5 [3]. Let D be II superconnection rvith zero degree term (L(,),,~. Under 
conditions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, the differential form str dzi,,(e -r1cx’) represents for all t > 0 the Chern 
character of the index bundle of (uJxEB. 
II. ASY>lPTOTIC EXPASSION FOR LAPLACIANS OS VECTOR BUNDLES 
In this section, G is a compact Lie group with Lie algebra 3. ,Lf is a Riemannian manifold 
and P:.,Cf is a principal bundle over M with structure group G and connexion (11. We 
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choose on y a G-invariant positive inner product. For c~f’. the tangent space TUP is the 
direct sum of the horizontal space T:P identified with T,c.U and the vertical space identified 
with 9. This turns P into a Riemannian manifold, (the metric depends on a). 
1. The Jacobian of the e.uponentiai map on a principal bundle 
For u and c in P sufficiently close, we denote by B’(u, c): T,P-+ T,.P the derivative of the 
map exp, at the point exp; r(c). The object of this paragraph is the computation of B’(u, r) 
when II and r=ug are in the same fiber. 
1.1. Let V be a Euclidean vector space with orrhonormal basis ii/i. We consider on A’V the 
inner product with orthonormal basis tii A $j. We identify A’v with SO(V) via the map r: 
A’~-+so(V) given by (s(w).$~,$~) = 2(0,rc/~ A tij>. We identify T/ and b’*. 
We denote by R the curvature of the connection CL). It is a horizontal g-valued ‘-form on 
P. Thus for UEP, we consider R, as an element of A2(TLP)*@g. For aq, the contraction 
(ld@i(a)).R, is an element of A”(T’:P)*, we denote it by (R,, a). Then r(R,,a) is an 
antisymmetric transformation of Tip. 
If < is a vector field on M, we denote by z its horizontal lift to P. For aq, we denote also 
by a the corresponding vertical vector field on P. Denote by V” (respectively VP) the 
Levi-Civita connection on M (respectively P). From the equation dw + 1/2[u, U] = R, one 
easily verifies the following: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 5, <’ be cectorfields on .U and a, b elements of y, then 
(1) V;z’ = (VF. <‘j--+R(;, 5’) 
(2) v,‘z=$~(R,, a).f=Vq.a 
(3) Vfip.b = +[a, b]. 
In particular, for UEP and aeg, we have exp,(a) = u exp a and the fibers of P:*nf are 
totally geodesic. 
Fix s&f and let I/= T,M. For UEP such that n(u)=.‘c, identify TiP with Vand T,,P with 
V@g. Let aEy. Then the derivative Bp(u, II exp a) is identified with a linear map from V@g to 
itself which we denote by J(u, a). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. J(u, a) preserces V and y and 
(1) J(u, a&=% 
(2) J(u, a)iv = ’ iT;y”Ri”‘. 
U’ a 
Proof: (1) is well-known. For (2) we need to compute did& exp,(n + c.x) for SEV. In- 
troduce u(s, t) = exp, s(a + tx), u(s) = exp,(sa). Put Y(s) = djdt u(s, t)l, = o. Then Y(s) is a vector 
field on P along the curve u(s) and J(u, a)..u = Y( 1). Let C be the curvature of the manifold P. 
The Jacobi vector field Y(s) is determined by the differential equation: * 
vpg Y(s)= c 2; Y(s) ( 1 .g 
(1.4) Y(0) = 0 
vi. Y(s)I,=()=x 
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Let ,I be a vector field on .M. By the G-invariance of the connection LL), we have 
(V:$s, = +(r(R, eapsur a).:)‘ =+(r(R,, a).;)‘. 
As v;.a = 0. [a. :] = 0. C(a . ;‘).(I = V,‘Ve a = ($(R,, a))?.:. The relation (1.4) implies that 
Y(s) remain horizontal, hence identifies with an element y(s) of V; The differential equation 
I 1.4) reads 
i 
d+$r(R,, a) 
,ds 
.J(s)=($~(R,. a))‘.&) 
and we obtain (2). 
2. Asymptotic e.upansion for Laplacians on associated vector bundles 
Let % -t-+:M be a vector bundle. Consider a second order elliptic operator H on I-( %-) with 
principal symbol j/</l’ld. Then there exists a connection on %^ such that H = A’-+ F where F 
is a potential. When the holonomy group G of the connection is compact, we give an 
integral formula for the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel of H on the diagonal. In the 
applications, %“ will be of the form 111” 08, with %b< = %.‘@ %Y- a supervector bundle and 
G an auxiliary bundle. We begin by the case where F =O. 
2.1. Let (p. IV) be a representation of G. Let %b?= P x G Z-f/ be the associated vector bundle 
on M. We identify the space I(,Lf, %P’) of sections of %flI‘ with the space (C”(P)@ IV)’ of 
functions 4: P-+ Et’such that 
4(uy) = p(g)- ‘b(u) for UEP, geG. 
We denote by V the covariant differentiation on %Y associated to the connection w. 
Let A’- be the Laplacian on I(@*). If & is a local orthonormal frame of T‘Vf, then 
A” = -1 V,,V:, -V,.:,, c 
ii ,/ 51 
Let A’ be the scalar Laplacian of P acting on Cz(P). Let Ej be an orthonormal basis of y 
and let C=cp(Ej)’ be the Casimir operator (thus C is scalar when W is irreducible). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. A” __ coincides bvith the restriction to (C”(P)@ W)’ of rhe operator 
Ap@l+l@C. 
Proof: By (1) of Lemma 1.2. we have 
For b~r(%ti”)=(C~(P)@ CP’)‘, we have 
Let us consider the semi-groups emrAYon I-(%//) and e-“Pon C”(P). The Schwartz kernel 
of ewrJ* with respect to the Riemannian density of M is denoted by 
(sle -“* Iy)EHom (%%;, %flr,). 
It can also be considered as an End I+‘-valued function (u, i~‘)++(Ule-‘*.* 1~‘) on P x P which 
satisfies (rdgle -r*‘~lr~‘g’) =~(g)-i(i~ie-‘~‘” lu’)p(g’). 
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From 2.’ we have -3 
Thus: 
PROPOSITIOK 2.3. 
This simple observation will be the starting point in the computation of the asymptotic of 
(.Y;eMrJ’” is). 
2.4. Let us now consider a second order operator H = A + b’ where C’ is a potential. We 
introduce a filtration on potentials. analogous to Getzler filtration [6]. 
Let 8 be an auxiliary vector bundle over M, with hermitian metric and hermitian 
connection V”. The group G acts on the space r(P,Tc*b) and F(,Lf,G@ rf ‘) identifies with the 
space (r(P.n*&)@ WC of sections (j: UC*~(U)&,@ I4’, for UEP and .K = n(u) which satisfy 
~(uy)=(lOp(g-‘))~(u). In the same way, the space T’(M, End(b@Y/)) identifies with 
(FtP.rr*End d)@End rqG_ Let ,21(q)= c %j(g) be the enveloping algebra of g with its 
j=O 
natural filtration. The elements F of (F(P,n*End &)@‘Zrj(g))’ will be called potentials of g- 
degreej. Extend p to a representation of 4(g). Then (1 Op)(Fj = p(F) is defined as an element 
of F(:M, End(G@ II/-)). 
Let us consider the tensor product connection V on &O%- and form the corresponding 
Lapiacian A68 * acting on F(M,&@ Y/ ‘). Let F be a potential of g-degree I. We consider the 
operator H = H(P, w, p, G, F) on U.\f. 10 #‘“) given by 
li -._. H=AJ@jx+p(F). 
The main result of this part will be an integral formula for the asymptotic expansion of the 
heat kernel of H. 
2.6. We introduce some notations. We have %‘(g)=@@y, hence F = F’;F’, where 
FzE(End6,) and F,!@EndG,)@g, for EP and rr(n)=~. Thus for aeg, the contraction 
(F,‘. n)EEnd 8, is well defined. 
2.7. Let 4 be a C” function on g with compact support. The function 
J 
11412 dimq 
tk-+ e -F$(a)da=tz 
-_jlall~ J- e 4 $(t”‘a)da !I 9 
has an asymptotic expansion near t =0 in powers of t’!’ which depends only on the Taylor 
series of q5 at 0. We denote the corresponding formal power series in t’ ’ by 
2.8. 
When 4 does not have compact support, we still make sense of 2.8 by cutting off 4. Let 
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@(r, n)= f $$l(~z) be a formal power series in t with coefficients in C”(@. We denote by 
i5ll 
Il(ljlL 
e- 4r &(n)dn. 
2.9. Let E be a real vector space. For XEEnd E, we putj,(X)=det, ie”” y;-” 1). LVe select 
an analytic square root j, ( I ’ X near X =0 by the condition j:“(O)= i. For egg, \ie writej,(a) ) 
for jy(nda). 
2.10. As in 2.3, we view the kernel of eerH as a section (u, ~~‘)+(Ule-‘Hj~O) of the bundle 
n*G@Tc*F*@End II; over P x P. Thus for UEP with TC(II)=X, (l(le-‘“lu)EEnd &.r8 End I+‘. 
To simplify the statement of the theorem below, we suppose here that the Casimir C of the 
representation p of G in CY is scalar. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let H = A&@ 7’. + p(F) kvhere F is a potential ofg-degree 1, Assme that C 
is scalar. Take WP \\Yth TC(II)=.Y. Put C:= T.x:M. There exist C”fitnctions 4j on g \rnith values in 
End B, sr~h that (ll!e-‘H/u) I 2~2s nn asymptotic e.vpansion equal to 
dim .<I + dim ,J I/uI/~ % 
(itict)- 1 e -Fjgo t’(4j(a)@p(exp cl))da. 
Furthermore 
Remark. In the application, p will be a super-representation and we will study the 
supertrace of (llle-fHjzl). Then as str($j(a)@p(exp a))=tr dj(a) str p(exp a), the integral 
above is an integral with respect to the measure str(p(expa))da. This will eliminate poles in 
r. Furthermore the above factorization of 4o(a) will lead to the factorization of the index 
density as the product of the _&class and the Chern character of &. 
Proqf: The first step is to write H as the restriction to lY(nf, G@W‘)=(T(P, ~i*tc)a WJG 
of a carefully chosen second-order elliptic operator HP on P. We will thus obtain an integral 
formula similar to 2.3. Then we will apply the well-known asymptotic expansion of the heat 
kernel (LIJe-fHP 1~‘). In order to define HP we associate to the potential F a connection V’ on 
z*G as follows: First pull back VG to a connection V6 on n*b. Then define V’ b> 
2.11. (V’d$)(ll) = (Vf 4)( u) 
l 
if <ET~P, 
(Y,#)(~O = (Y@)(4 +$F,‘> a) 4~) for aGg. 
Let A’ be the Laplacian of the bundle n*B defined by the Riemannian structure of P and 
the connection V’. 
LEMMA 2.13. There esists fEr(P, End n*b)’ such that the operator H is the resrriction to 
I-(.LI. sO~~.‘)=(r(p.n*a)Ocv)G of(A'+f)@I+ l@C. 
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Proof: Let Ej be an orthonormal basis of 9. Then 
The Babylonian method (completing squares) gives the lemma with 
For rlo, UEP with .x0 = nln,), .Y = T(U), let us denote by k(r. ~1~. u)EHom(b,. B,r,) the kernel 
of e-U’- I’. As in 2.3, we have 
2.14. (~(ele-~Q)= 
?’ 
k(t, rlO, ug)@e-LCp(y)- ‘dg. 
G 
We now recall the well known expansion (see [it], [83) 
1.15 
dim P 
k(t. 110, u) = (4nf)- T-- 2 
where d(u,, u) is the geodesic distance on P, Uj are smooth sections of n*g@z*&*. 
Furthermore the first term does not depend onf’and is given by 
2.16. L’,(u, r)=detoP(& L’)-‘,~T(u. c)-‘, 
where (3’ is the Jacobian of the Riemannian exponential map on P and r(u, c)EHom(G,. a,) 
is the geodesic parallel transport in rr*6 with respect to the connection V’. We have 
LEMM.~ 2.17. For UEP and aEg 
T(U, II 2Xp 0) = 2- l”‘FA’u). 
Proof The function t+r(t)=r(u, u exp ta) is the solution of the differential equation 
Now, for any gEG. (F,&, a)=(FA, g.a). Thus (F,! e~p 1(1, n)=(Fi. a) for all t and vve obtain the 
Lemma. 
In order to complete the proof of the Theorem 2.11. we observe that we may us2 
exponential coordinates in 2.14 to compute the asymptotics of (uje-‘HjzO. Let C$ be a cut-off 
function on g near 0. Since the heat kernel li(t, U, u’) is rapidly decreasing outside the 
diagonal. we have. for all ,Y, 
(1~le-‘~lu) = 
c 
k(t, u, 11 exp a)OeWrCp(exp -0) $(n)j,,(a)da + O(P) 
rl 
Thus the theorem follows from 2.15, using 2.17 and the computation of f3’(~. uexpa) (1.3). 
2.18. In the application to the family index, the situation will be as follows: W--+.\f is a 
vector bundle over MCI, with connexion V. However the given structure group of Y/1/’ is 
smaller than the holonomy group of V. In other words consider a subgroup Go of a compact 
Lie group G. Let P,::M be a principal bundle with structure group Go. Let p. be a 
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representation of G, in a vector space It. and consider ~6 = P x ,(,Ii: Lzt QJ~.~~-/;(P~)~~J”~’ 
be a g-valued connexion form on P,,. (1.1.5). i.e. 
Let 8 be an auxiliary vector bundle o\er .Lf with connection V. Consider 
&I-( P,, , ri”(End (5) J”’ 
F“EI TIP,. ~$1 End 61 )@IcJ)~” 
Suppose that there exists a representation ~1~ of G in Cl’extending the representation pO of 
G,. Then P1(w)E._Y1(Po)@End I’defines a connexion form for $1 ‘. thus a covariant differen- 
tiation V on Yj _. We also denote by C the tensor product connection on YJ ‘@a. Denote by A 
the associated Laplacian. Put 
p,(F)=F”+i)I(F!)Er(,lJ. End(Y/‘@d)). 
Consider the operator 
(2.19) H=il+/),(F) on T(,CJ, Yl‘@6). 
Indeed, this operator is of the type 2.5: 
We can enlarge PO in P = PO x Gi, G which is now a principal bundle Lvith structure group G. 
Then there exists a unique (ordinary) connection form o,~(.d’(P)@g)~ such that L:I~ P, =w. 
Similarly, \ve can define uniquely Fisl-(P. ;r”End G@~J)~ such that F:!P,=F’ on P,. Let 
F, = Fi +F”. Then H=H(P, wl, pi. 6. f‘,). Remark that for UEP~ above X, if Eve consider 
the curvature R=dw+f[w w] of the “small” connexion, then the form R,(<, <‘I on TP, 
depends only on ths projection of < and 5’ on 7,.1f = r’, thus defines an element 
R,E,\‘V*@~. We fix a G-invariant inner product on ~1, and define (R,, a), (F’. al. We can 
restate theorem 2.1 1 in terms of the “small” data w and FL. 
Furthermore 
3. C’alc~l~is \cith Grassmnnn and Cl~jjbrd ~uriah/es 
Let .I/ be a finite dimensional supercommutative algebra ivith unit. (In application, & 
will be an exterior algebra). Let < =($. . <,,) be a ,I-tuple of even nilpotent elements of 
.d. Let I#J be an ,cf-valued C’-function on 2’. b’e define 
In particular 
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LESIM 3.2. Let q5 be an d-ralued C”-jimction on R” slowly increasing at injnitl (as veil 
as all its dericatices). Let < = (< 1, , <J be an n-tuple of‘ecen nilpotent elements of .~1. Then 
fl 
lim (4rrt)-” ’ 
? 
I;x-;\I’ _p 
e 41 Q(x)d.u = 4(<j. 
r-o an 
Prooj: If 0 is a function in the Schwartz space, we have 
Thus 
At the limit, we obtain 3.7. 
3.3. Let Y be an oriented Euclidean vector space with orthogonal basis 11/r, . . I),,. 
Consider on the exterior algebra AI’ the inner product such that the elements li/,= 
tii, A . . A lci, form an orthonormal basis. For L~)EA Y, we denote by T(w) the coefficient of 
the highest degree term cjtmaxl of o. We denote by exp,w the exponential of w in A V. Identify 
g=A’V wtth so(V) via r (1.1). Identify g* with g through the scalar product. By the 
universal property of the symmetric algebra, the injection g-+A+ V extends to an algebra 
homomorphism from S(g*) to A’ V which we denote by A. We further extend A first to the 
algebra $g*) of formal power series on g, then to C”(g) by composing with the Taylor series 
expansion at 0. Finally we extend A to a map from C”(g)@AV to AV by A(q5@ll/,) 
= A(4) A ll/,. Let us describe A in coordinates. Let tii be an orthonormal basis of V, we 
identify g with R 1’2n(n-1’ by writing X = 1 xijtii/\ $j. An elementfof C”(g)@AV can thus 
i<j 
be identified with a C” functionf(.uij) on R 1,‘2n’n- l). Then A(f) =f(tii A tij) is defined as in 
3. l., ie., in the expression f(,yij) = E~r(.xij)ll/I we replace the commutative variable .xij by 
tii A tij. Denote by $ the column vector ($ ,, $I,). Then Il/rc/* is the antisymmetric matrix 
with coefficients I/I~ A $> Thus we will also write 
A (fj =f(W*j. 
3.4. The group O(V) acts on V, AV, S(g), etc. . . . The map A: C”(g)+A’V commutes 
with the action of 0( V’). As constants are the only 0( q-invariant elements of A V, we have 
P(II/$*)= P(0). if P is a scalar valued function on g which is invariant by the full orthogonal 
group. 
The following proposition is the crucial technical tool leading to the elimination of the 
singular part of the heat kernel index density. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let P be a smooth slowly increasing AV-calued function on g. Then 
dim q 
lim (4rct)-Y 
s 
e-qP(X) exp* 
1-O 0 
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Proof: Let X = 2 sijtii A tij. As ($i A tij” = 0, the Babylonian method gives: 
t<j 
and we apply lemma 3.2. 
3.6. Let C(V) be the Clifford algebra of V. Denote by C the representation of C( I3 in AL- 
given by C(X)YQ=I A w--I‘(~).(L) for .ucV, w4V, where i(s) is the contraction by x. We 
identify C(V) as a vector space to A V by the map J -C(J).~. We denote by .Y~_P the product 
on A V inherited from C(V). Then rc/iall/i = - 1, tiiztij + ijcii = 0 if i +j. We denote by C’(V) 
the subalgebra of C(V) generated by the products of an even number of elements in V. We 
denote by exp,(a) the exponential of oxAV with respect to the Clifford product. 
Suppose dim V= n = 2P. Consider the spin representation p of C( V) in the spinor space 
S. Recall that S=.S+@S- is the sum of even and odd spinor space and that the algebra 
C+(V) leaves S’ and S- stable. We denote by p’ the corresponding representation of 
C’(V) in S*. Define the supertrace of an element aK( V) by: 
3.7. str(a)=2’i-‘T(a). 
Then, for arc’, str(a)= trp+(a)-ttrp-(0). 
3.8. The bijection r: g = A’V+so( V) can be interpreted in terms of the Clifford algebra. 
The space g = A'V is a Lie subalgebra of (A V, a). The space V is invariant under the map 
o-+a~t’- ~a, for asg. The endomorphism of V thus defined coincides with S(U)E~O( Vj’. 
The universal covering group G= Spin( V) with Lie algebra g can be realised as a 
subgroup of the group of invertible elements of C’(V). The map exp: g+G coincides with 
the exponential map in C+(V). As ($i=$j)2 = - 1 (i<j), if v is the restriction to G of a 
representation of C’(V), then the Casimir acts by the scalar -(dim g) in the space of v. We 
denote by the same letters p, p’ the restrictions to G or g of the spin (even, odd) 
representation of C +( V). 
In the next proposition, we compare the exponentials in the Clifford algebra and the 
exterior algebra. 
Recall that jJX) = det,.( ex,‘2 ~-x’2], for XEEnd V. For uEg, we writej,(a) forjv(r(a)). 
The function (‘jr.(a))‘~* is analytic on g, 0( I+invariant and j,‘.‘(O)= 1. For XEEnd V 
sufficiently small, define q(X) = (det,((e.YP’ + e -x z),‘2)11’. For aeg, we write q(u) for q(s(u)). 
thX/2 “’ 
Consider g(X) = - 
i 1 Xl2 
EGL( V), for XEEnd I: For X = r(u), we denote g(T(u)) by g(Lz). 
For gEGL( V) we still denote by g the automorphism of the exterior algebra extending g. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. exp,(u) = q(u) exp,,(g(u).u) = q(u) g(u).exp*(u). 
Proof It is enough to prove this in the case n=2 and a=8$, A rc/?, where it is easily 
verified. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let OEA V. Consider the A V-valued function on g given by f (X) = g(X)- l.0, 
then f (@II/*) = o. 
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Proof: It is enough to verify that for L’EV, r(rC/rC/*).c=O. But, if w=Zc~~$~ and 
,Y=X:-Y~,$~A$~, ~(X).(L)= -2 ~u~_Y~~$,. hence ~($$*)a= -2 ~w~I)?~A$~A$~=O. 
i7j i<j 
Let d, be the automorphism of AV such that 6;c~= t-j:‘~~), for ~xA’V. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let P be a AV-valued slowly increasing smooth function on CJ. then 
!~~(?“‘)-~l,e-~s.jexp,r) P(a)da = A(P). 
ProoJ: We prove that for any ow!V, 
By 3.9, 
= 1 and, by 3.10, 
Remark. Consider V with the given quadratic form Q. Consider, for t&, the form 
tQ. Denote the corresponding Clifford algebra structure on AV by C,. Then we have 
expc,(a)=q(ta) exp,(g(ta).a), and q(O)= 1, g(O)= Id. This relation is a refinement of the 
fact that the product on C, tends to the exterior product, when t tends to zero. Proposition 
3.11 shows that in the limit, we can replace Clifford variables by Grassmann variables. A 
similar approximation argument was used by Getzfer to give a simple proof of 
Atiyah-Singer theorem for a single operator [7]. 
3.12. For applications to the family index, we consider the situation, where V is an 
orthogonal direct sum V= VI@ V,, and V, is even dimensional. Let S,=S,‘@S; be a 
spinor space for V, and let p. be the representation of C(V,) in So. Denote by C, the 
representation (3.6) of C( V,) in AV,. As C( VI@ V,) is isomorphic to the graded tensor 
product C( V1)$C(Vo), it acts on AV,@S, by the representation pl: 
p,(X,) (w@s)=(- l)d’~%@~O(XO).S, 
Pl(X,) (wOs)= C,(X,)wOs, 
for XO~VO, X1~V1, GEAV,, ES,. Denote by To: A V, +@ the highest degree term with 
respect to V,, and denote also by To the map Id@ To: AV,@AV,-+AV,. Let str’: 
End(S,)-+@ be the supertrace relative to So and denote also by str’ the map 
ZdOstr’: End(A V,)@End(S,)+End(A V,). 
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For ~JEC( v) = A V we have p,(e~)EEndt~Z I’,)@ End S,. Note the formula: 
3.13. str’(p,(w)).l = 2fni-‘UTo(u). 
We denote by d,,, the automorphisms of A br, and ,A I’i @A Y,, 
d,.,(f)=t-‘,‘j’ forfEv,. As 
t-i 2dim%l.l(T0(U1))= TO(d,(w)), 
note the obvious corollary to 3.11. 
which extend the dilatation 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let P be a scalar-caiued slowly increasing smooth frmcrion on y, then 
dim Yg * dim 3 -I/a!!? dim Yo 
lim(47ct)- 2 eTP(a)G1,,To r”(p(9$*) ). 
r-0 i i 
expci da=(4n)-T 
III. BISMUT SUPERCOSSECTION FOR A FAMILY OF DIR.-tC OPERATORS. THE INDEX DENSIT 
OF A FAhIILY 
1. Bisnrur superconnection 
1.1. We consider a fibration ,ii--+B where the typical fiber A$ is a compact C”-manifold. 
We denote by V.a (V as vertical) the tangent bundle along the fibers. We assume that the 
bundle I’!q is oriented and is given a Euclidean metric, which we denote by go. For .K&, 
denote the fiber X-‘(X) by ,bl,. We will assume that a spin structure exists and has been 
chosen on VA?. Put n,=dim M, let I’, be Iw”O with its canonical metric, basis, orientation. 
Denote by PO the principal bundle of oriented orthonormal frames of V.G and denote by 
PO the principal bundle with structure group Spin( I’o) which defines the spin structure. 
We assume that n,=21, and consider the space of spinors So = Sb OS;. Let 
9, =(Pb x S,)/Spin( I”,) be the associated bundle of spinors along the fibers. For .YEB, we 
denote by V” the Levi-Civita connection on T,tl, and on 9’oIIz1,=Y’X. 
We suppose given an auxiliary complex vector bundle d over A4 with hermitian metric 
and hermitian connection, and we also denote by V” the tensor product connection on 
(Y,@&)lM,. These data define a smooth family D=(DJXiB of Dirac operators, where D, 
acts on %I== I-(&I,, Yo@b). 
In order to compute the Chern character of the bundle Ind D, Bismut constructed a 
particular superconnection 1B with zero exterior degree term equal to D. The construction of 
the Bismut superconnection B requires two more choices: 
First choose a connection for the fibration rr: ,q--+B that is a smooth family of horizontal 
tangent spaces T$f, y~.cf such that r,,,cf = v@@ Tt.0. We will identify the horizontal 
tangent bundle ThlGf to the pull back x*TB. 
Secondly, we fix a torsion-free connection VB on the basis B (Later, we will also assume 
that VB is trace-free). We will however see that the superconnection B depends on the choice 
of T”:o but not on the connection VB. 
1.2. The choice of a horizontal tangent bundle T”A gives rise to a canonical metric 
connection V” on V;;i which extends the Levi-Civita connection on the fibers, It can be 
defined as follows: choose a metric J on TIG which extends go and for which V.@ and Ttfi 
are orthogonal: then define V” as the projection on VlGf of the Levi-Civita connection of 0. 
One verifies easily that V” does not depend on the choice of j. 
The formula for the curvature of the Bismut superconnection, as well as the final 
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computation of the family index will be rooted in a crucial symmetry property of the 
curvature of V0 [Proposition (1.7)] generalizin, 0 the relation Rijnr = Rklij of the Riemannian 
curvature. We describe this symmetry and the Bismut superconnection itself, by introducing 
the bundle 
%-=n*TB,~V.i?@n*T*B=TA?@z*T*B 
together with a symmetric bilinear form g and connection T on f^. 
1.3. Take YE&?, .Y= E(Y). On ‘I;.= TxB@ Ty,Lf,@ T:B, gy is defined by the following condi- 
tions: TyALf, and T,B@T:B are orthogonal. the restriction of gv to T,M, is go. the 
restriction of g? to TxB@T:B is given by the canonical duality. Thus g&X,_/)= (X.j) for 
XET,B,~‘ET,*B while T.xB, T:B are totally isotropic. Note that the orthogonal space to T:B 
with respect to gy is T.zB@T,,Cf,. 
Recall that we have chosen a connection VB on TB. It induces connections on T*B and 
z*T*B which we also denote by V’. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. There exists a unique connection q on f -= T&?@rc*T*B such that 
1.4. I. q preserves TC* T * B and coincides on it vvith VB. 
1.4.2. a preserces the bilinear form g 
1.4.3. For X, YEI-( \r’e hate 
P,y Y-Q,X = [X, Y]. 
Remark. We do not assume that 9 preserves T.@. Thus condition 1.4.3 includes the 
condition that P,yY-v,X belongs to T61. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the case of the usual Levi-Civita connection. For X,. X1, 
X3eT( T$?), YeT(rr* T *B), conditions 1,2,3 imply 
1.5. 2g(%,X,, X3)=XI.g(Xz, X,)+X,g(X,, X,)-X3.g(X1. XJ 
+g(CX,, x21> X,)-d [X2? x,13 -Y,)+d cx,, XII> X2)? 
1.6. st%,X,, Y)=X,xdX,, V-dx,, ?&‘I. 
This proves the unicity of 9. Conversely 1.5 and 1.6 determine ox;X, and one verifies 
easily that the operator 0 is a connection on 3- which satisfies 1.4.1, 1.4.2, 1.4.3. 
Let I? be the curvature of P. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. 
1.7.1. For X,, X2, X,EI?(TIG), 
rT(X,, X,).X, + B(X,, X,).X, + R(X,, X,).X, =o 
1.7.2. For X,, X,C(T&f), X,, X,C(T,@@n*T*B) 
gG(X,, X,)X,, X,) + g(X,, &XI, X,)X,) = 0 
1.7.3. For X,, XZ, X,, Xs&(T&?), 
gG(X,, X,)X,, X,)=gNX,. X,)X,, Xz). 
Proof 1.7.1 follows from 1.4.3 and 1.7.2 follows from 1.4.2. The relation 1.7.3 is a 
consequence of 1.7.1 and 1.7.2. 
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From 1.5. it follows that the connection V” on C’.@ defined in 1.2 coincides with the 
projection of 9 on K-0. Let R” be the curvature of V”. We obtain the desired symmetry 
property of R”: 
COROLL.ARY 1.8. For X,, X2 in r(T,\;I), X,, X, in r( Vi?) 
go(RO(X,. X2)X,, X,)=g(R(X,, X,)X,, Xl). 
Prooj This is 1.7.3. since the left hand side is equal to g(d(X,, X2)X,, X,) 
1.9. Let n, =dim B. 
Put V, = 8”’ and consider on V= k’, 0 V,O V: the bilinear form Q defined similarly 
to g! on y*,: the spaces V, and Vi@ VT are orthogonal, the restriction of Q to R”O is the 
Euclidean scalar product, the restriction of Q to Vi@ VT is given by the canonical duality. 
Let C( V, Q) be the Clifford algebra over (V, Q) generated by the vectors SEV and 
relations x.~+y.u= -2Q(x. J). Let $=AVT@S,. Let p. be the representation of C(V,) 
in So. The space 9 is the spinor space for C( V, Q), the Clifford multiplication being defined 
by 
i5(X).(o@s) = ( - l)deg 0 o@p,(X).s, for XE V,, w E A Vi, s&S, 
?(X).(to@s)= -2i(X).w@s, for XEV, 
i?(fi.(e@.s)=fA ~0.5, for _kV:. 
Consider now the vector bundle .p = rr*(AT*B)@Y, over ,G and the bundle of Clifford 
algebras C( ‘I‘) with fiber C(y-),= C(+“^,, g,) for y&. Then, similarly, 9, is a module for 
C(y J, ie., .p is a Clifford module for C(?‘). We also denote by ; the action of y^ on .p. 
1.10. The connection a on 3’ gives rise naturally to a connection on 9. We describe this: let 
50( V, Q) be the Lie algebra of infinitesimally orthogonal transformations of (V, Q). Let h be 
the subalgebra which preserves VT. Then h is the set of matrices: 
where ado, bEgI( zA2VT~Hom(V,, VT), [wEHom(V,, V,)] and * denotes the 
transposition. We will also consider the subalgebra ho ch of elements A such that b=O. 
As in 11.3.6, we have a canonical identification of C( V, Q) with the exterior algebra A V 
(as vector spaces). We denote by : the Clifford multiplication on AV. Thus, if XEV and 
X*E V* is defined by ( Y, X*) = Q( Y, X), we have, for cxI\ V, XE V, 
xw = x A 0 - i(x*)m 
Let g = A’ V. For AEg, the map r(A)x = ,4:.x --x2.4 preserves Yc C( V, Q) and defines an 
isomorphism of g with 50( V, Q). The restriction of 5 to g defines the spin representation of 
50( V, Q) in s. The group Spin( V, Q) is also considered as a subset of C( V, Q) and Z, is its spin 
representation. We will consider in particular the restriction of the representation 6 to 
Spin( V,) x GL( V,) c Spin( V, Q). 
Denote by P, the bundle of frames of TB and consider the principal bundle 
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P’=Pbx 47~*PB over A, with structure group Spin (G,) x GL( b’l). We have 
3’=p’ ’ spin(I..o)XGL(L-I)(ViO “‘00 ‘7) 
.9=p’ ’ Spin(Vo) XGL,b’~ks. 
The covariant differentiation a on I. gives rise (1.1.6) to an h-valued form: 
1.11. kcl’(P’)@). 
Consider ;($)ELC/l(P’)OEnd s. 
This is a connection form for 9, thus defines a covariant differentiation on 9. still denoted 
by 9. It satisfies 
1.12. a,?( Y) = p( Y)V, + $(o,. Y), for XET&?, Y8( 77 
With the above preparations we can now define the Bismut superconnection. Consider 
the tensor product connection on ppO& and denote it also by 0. Consider the following 
Dirac-looking operator on I-(.9@&). Let X,, 1 drbn,, be a local basis of TB and let Xi, 
n, + 1 <i<n, +n,, be a local oriented orthonormal basis of Vlq. Let Xr, 1 6 i<n, + TV,, be 
the dual basis in l’&f@x*T*B. Thus XT=Xi for n, <i<n, -t-n,, while X:=1; is the dual 
basis of (X,) in T*B. Put 
1.13. 
Let %l’=%-+@$fiL’- be the infinite dimensional supervector bundle over B such that 
w‘,’ = r(lv!,, ,9’$@&). We have an identification of I-(9@&) with d(B) 0 l7E. %I). 
&B) 
The even (respectively odd) part of I-(9@&) is F(pL?+O) (resp. r(.p-@8) ). 
PROPOSITION 1.14. Assume VB is trace-free. Then 
(1) The operator 5 is a superconnection, i.e. B maps r(p’f&) into r(pp-_08) and lice- 
cersa, ami satisfies: 
B(wc#J) = (dw)4 + ( - l)deg QB$ 
(2) The term of exterior degree 0 of the superconnection B is gicen by the family I$ =(D,) of 
the Dirac operators in the fibers “Il-,. 
(3) The superconnection B does not depend on the choice of the torsion-free, trace-free 
connection VB. 
Proof: (1) It is clear that iB is an odd operator on I-(.9@&). For bcgI( V,) c SO 6 V, 0). we 
have on Ab’T@S,, 
1.15. 3(b)= b@ 1 f&r b, where we still denote by b the natural derivation of AVT. Thus, we 
see that if VB is trace-free, we.&(B), s~r(~‘ocP), we have 
V&x) = (V$O)s + ( - l)d’g %Q. 
As VB is torsion-free, do = c f,(V;zw) and we obtain (1). 
2 
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@O’.s = 
n1 
_ t sFsni _~~~olxi)(s;.~,~s~Io'~ 
But clearly (9,;s) loi = V~;s, hence the result. 
13) Let Bi. 5’ be associated to VB’, 0’:. Because of the superconnection property. it is 
snot@ to verify that 3’ and 5’ coincide on I(.4p,@J). From formula 1.5 gil,ing the 
connection ‘? on g-‘, it is clear that the difference of connection matrices 8,(Xi)-8z(Xi) is 
valued in sl(l’,)~~o(I’. CJ). Therefore from (1.15) we see that (P,i,-ai,).(l@s,)=O. 
Rrr~rk. LVhen the fiber :tl is reduced to a point, Bismut superconnection 5 is just the 
usual covariant differentiation on &G’(B) @ r(a). 
-JO(B) 
1.16. Let I, (.sc:B) be the curvature of the Bismut superconnection 5 (1.1.3). Thus I, is the 
operator on the fiber Yl‘s defined by 
We fix .YEB. The restriction of the connection a to &I, defines a connection on ~l:\I,. 
Let a, be the associated Laplacian. Let r be the scalar curvature of the Riemannian 
manifold ,Cf,. Let !Jf’ be the curvature of the auxiliary bundle 8. 
THEOREM 1.17. (C-i]. theorem 3.5) 
r,=LT,+$+ c
l<i<js”,~no 
J?(Xi* xjq@n,f(x,, Xj). 
Proof The proof is very similar to the computation for the usual Dirac operator. Using 
the commutation relation 1.12, the torsion property 1.4.3 of the connection ?j on Y and the 
anticommutation relations in the Clifford algebra C( I’, 0). we obtain 
where R is the curvature tensor of .z?‘@&. Since 
qx,, xj)=p(R(xi. Xj))@ 1 + 1 @P(X,, Xj) 
it remains to prove that 
c 
15i,j<ni +no 
~(X:Xf)p(R(x,,xj,)=‘;-. 
This is proven by a standard computation, using the symmetry formulas 1.7.1, 1.7.2 and the 
orthogonality relations in TB@ V.q@T*B with respect to the bilinear form y. 
’ _. The index density of the family (p,). 
2.1. Let D=(D,) be the family of Dirac operators on the fibers. Let 5 be the Bismut 
superconnection, (IxjxEB its curvature operator. 
As in (1.1.4) we consider the automorphism b, of AT*B given by f-j’2 on A’T*B and 
extend d, to a linear automorphism of 9. Then 5, = t1”8,c526; ’ is again a superconnection 
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on ~(,P$_J&) = T(B. YI ‘) with curvature 
La XGB. By theorem 1.17. I,Y is a second order differential operator acting on AT:B ,B % ‘I 
with principal symbol the Riemannian metric of the manifold .\I,. Therefore we can form 
the semi-group e-“’ (t>O) acting on AT: B @ Y/ ‘I. It is given bl; a C” kernel 
(~le-“xI.‘)EA(~:B)OHom((.~ir,Ot;),., (.YO@Q), I’, ~‘~‘l,f,, where AT:B acts on itself by 
esterior multiplication. 
By theorem 1.2.5. the cohomology class ch(Ind D) is represented, for every t>O. by the 
closed differential form on B given b> 
37 _.-. 
W.e have 
vvhere we have extended str’: End(Y’,@fi), +C by IdOstr” to A(TJ~)*~EE~~(~~~~),.. 
We fix scB, denote I, by I. We fix a basis X, of T.rB identifying T,B with I’, = 2”‘. We 
denote by d,,, the dilatation on AvT given by d,.,(c!~til)=t -i’2(~ti1. Consider the decomposi- 
tion T+cf = l’l@ T,.Cf, in horizontal and vertical subspaces. Let To: A( Tx_G)*-+AI’; be the 
map given by taking the highest degree term in the vertical direction. Recall that we have a 
connection V” on C-?;l and a connection on G. W’e use these connections to construct the 
Chern-Weil differential forms ..~/ir,.<f) and ch(8). 
i 
Recall that %nJ^ is associated to the 
invariant function det The aim of this section is to give a proof of the 
following theorem of Bismut ( [3] ). 
By integration over .Lf,. this theorem clearly implies the cohomological theorem of 
Atiyah-Singer [Z]: 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let D =(D,) be the farnil_v qf Dirac operators nssociated to njibration rt: 
.cf -+ B and an ausiliar_y brrnde G. Then 
Our proof of the theorem 2.3 is based (as in [j] ) on the method of the heat equation on 
principal bundles developed in II. Hovvever in the situation where dim B>O the Laplacian 
A, is associated to a connection 9 on .9/M, which is valued in the non-compact Lie algebra 
ho so that II does not apply right away. This non compacity is due to the Grassmann 
multiplications which appear in the Bismut curvature operator I,. Replacing Grassmann 
multiplications by Clifford ones. we will define an operator I(E) associated to a connection 
with compact holonomy group. Let us explain this construction. 
2.5. Consider the vector space ID = A’( I’00 I’:) = A’ vo@( I’00 V:)@A’ I r. It carries a Lie 
algebra structure isomorphic to h o given by the embedding XTJ c C( V, 0 VoB VT. 0). We 
denote by [x, ~1~ this Lie algebra law. The subspace A’vo is then a subalgebra y. 
isomorphic to SO( Vo) while ( Vo@ P-T)@A’b’T is a nilpotent ideal of ho. 
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Consider the principal bundle P:=PO!.lf, with structure group G,=Spin V,. Let q: 
P:+.!f, be the projection. We hate 
~‘I.Lf,=PI,xGu(I~101/3~~‘~) 
7-.OIM .~ = P; x &( c’, 8 k,) 
.F’j.ur= P: x G”(A vT0.w 
From the formulae 1.72, 1.7.3, we see that the connection 7 on Y-l:Lf, is associated to a m 
valued form 8 on Pk. We also consider the curvature I? of the connection P. It is the 2-form 
2.6. ,? = da + +[& ~],+“(P~,)@Lu. 
The connection P on .?“/M, is associated to 
2.7. j?(&.,d’(P’J@ End(A Iy@S,) 
Denote by d = d, the Laplacian on .P’@RjiLZ, associated to the tensor product connec- 
tion. Consider the potential 
It is of the form j(F). where F=FO+F’. 
2.8. 
with 
F’= 2 R”(X,. x,)@(x; A XT) 
1 Si<j<n, -no 
where -Xi. 1 <i 6 II L + tzo is a basis of P’, @ V,. (Thus (Xi), is a basis of T,,A?, for UEP; and 
y=q(u), and X7 is a basis of P’:@ C’,). We have: 
2.9. I=A+$(F). 
However, as said before, we cannot apply the results of (11.2) to this operator, as the 
holonomy group of the connection j(a) is not compact. 
We now introduce a deformation I(E) of I. Fix a positive inner product on l’r and 
consider the Clifford algebra C(v,,@ I/T) associated to the direct sum inner product on 
V,@ r/y. The embedding of the vector space mc C(V,@ P’y) defines on CD another Lie 
algebra bracket which vve denote by [.Y, y] 1. We denote by g the Lie algebra (m, [.I i). We 
denote by G the spinor group Spin( I’,,@ I’:)= Spin(n, +n,) considered as a subset of 
C( v,@ VT). Then g is the Lie algebra of G. It has an inner product (J Consider the 
representation p1 (11.3.12) of C(Vyo V,) on AV:@.S, (here k’, is identified with P’:) given 
by 
Then pi induces a Lie algebra representation of g and a representation of G. Denote by a,,, 
the automorphism of AP’T, A( V,@ k.7). A C’T@.S,,. etc. , which extend the dilatation 
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b,,,(f) =E-l 2 j-on 1’:. c onsider the Lie bracket [.Y, y],=8,.,[(6,,,)-‘s. (6,.,)-*x] on u). 
Then lim [x, J]~=[.K. .v&,. Define P~(s)=~~.~:P~((~~,,) -‘.x):(~~,~)-’ for XEUD. Then pL is a 
Lie aliltra representation of (cu. [.I,). Lye have 
p,(X).(w@s) =( - l)de” “toOp()(S)s, for XEVO. 
p,(f‘)‘(cJOS)=(fAw-&i(f)(IJ)OS. for _fE C’y, 
so that lim P,(X) = P(.Y) for XELU. 
Coniidlr the form 
p,(&_cl’( PlJ@ End( A c’f @I S,). 
Then it is easy to see that p,(g) is a connexion form (I.l.j), thus defines a connection g, on 
.pj&f,. Let 6, be the Laplacian on (.p@G)j.LI, associated to the tensor product connexion. 
Consider I(F) = ii, + p,(F). 
Then I(E) is again a 2”-order differential operator on F(lM,X. 9) with principal symbol the 
metric of ,Vf,. Recall that we have asymptotic expansions: 
(yle-r’Jy) - t - ““~2k$-o~k~k(_Y). 
(yle-“(“‘Iy) - tenoi2 C tk&,(y). 
k>O 
where ilk(y), A,,,(y) are obtained by recurrence relations ( [S] ). It follows from the continuity 
of the operator I(E) that limA,,,(y)=A,(y). We have, for y~.cl,. 
E-O 
&&‘)EFnd(A VT)@End(.YF) 
i&(y)EAVT@End(.yi)c End(AV’T)@End(.Yt), 
where AvT acts on AVY by exterior multiplication. Thus, vve have 
lim strO(Ak,,(y)).l = str’(A&)). 
E-O 
We will see that, for every s#O, the asymptotic expansion of ci,,,(str’(!.le-“(“jy).l) has no 
singular part. Put 
2.10. W(E, J)=lim b 1.1 (Str”(J~ie-“(E) (YYL). 
r-0 
Thus, the asymptotic expansion of 6,,,(str”(~‘ie-“j~)) has no singular part, and 
lim 6,,,(str’(y/e-“ly)) = lim W(E, x). 
1-o e-o 
It is easy to compute CI)(E, y), as we can apply to the operator I(E) the results of (11.2): 
Consider the groups Go = Spin( V,), G = Spin( V,@ Vy). Let go c g. For E > 0, consider the 
g-valued connection form and g-valued potentials given by 
~,=s,,‘&.W”(P:)@g 
Consider the representation 2i,Epi -8,; of $1 (or G). Then 
pelt )=c)~.~ pL13J &,,i 7 . 
p,(F)=d,,, pI~F,) d,,‘. 
Thus. the operator I(E) is the operator H on rt.\I,. ‘?‘,) associated to (P:, fJz. F,. dl,s:p, -6.j) 
[II.?. 191. 
For GLIB, we have 
2.11. (F,1, ci,,trr)=lF1. (1). 
Let 8, be the curvature of a,. Then 
8,=j,,,*(da)ti[(il.t 0, (i;,,‘$] 
and, for ~g 
7 1’ _. _. lim(R,, d,,,il)=(R, tl). 
E - 0 
We now apply theorem 11.220 to I(c). For UEPJ, above psltJ,, there exist C’ functions (pi 
on g with values in End R, such that 
From this, we obtain 
~L,,(stro(lrje-‘““‘If~). I)- 
_. 
(qnt)-l 2(no-dim4dl,, 
6 
e -F i tjtr ~~ia)~~,,(str”(p,(expa))~l)tfa 
L 0 ,=o 
We have str’p,(exp a).1 =7’“i-L0 T”(expc~I) (11.3.13). Thus by 3.13. the asymptotic 
expansion of a,,, ((str”(~rle-‘““‘~u))~l) has no singular part and we obtain: 
LL),,,=(ziil)-~us*,,IT~(.il(P,))) 
with 
P,(a)=j,: ’ (T~,(R,. ii)) tr(e-‘F+J) 
By 2.11. 7.12, we have 
lim M(E, J) = (li~i)-‘OP(ll/$*) 
E - 0 
with 
2.13. 
Now, as 
P(n) =j,“‘(s,,,(R, u) ) rr(e-‘F’.u)). 
(F’. a) = 7 !2’(Xi, 
i';; 
Xj).Yij. 
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we have 
rr(e lF’.w-i) = &,(f), 
In the expression (2.13) i? is the curvature of the connection 9 of the bundle $ ~!.\I, and 
aeA’( Cl00 FT), ie., R~I\’ V~@A’( C-0,3 1’7) and (R, u) = (1 @i(cz)).ReA’ r/c ISO( Vo). 
Consider the curvature R” of the bundle I’.cf over k for the Euclidean connection V”, ie. 
By the fundamental symmetry property of the curvature R (1.8) we have 
(1 @i(a)).R =(i(u)@ l)R” 
(This equation corresponds to the theorem 4.14 of [?I). Thus 
j;; ‘(7r.,(Ro, $lc/*))=.&J VA,, 
where z& is defined, as in [9], by omitting the factor 1,%x This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 7.3. 
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